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THE FACTS OF A DIFFERENT KIND OF LIFE

Modern adventure fiction and sci-fi stories have often

postulated characters with powers that are

misunderstood, or understood all too well as being

threats.

Sorcerers, Psionicists, ESPers…. All people with strange

abilities to do all sorts of things deemed unnatural by

most, they are often some of the most intriguing

characters in those genres. MSPE lays out skill-sets for

psychic characters. But these are fairly limited, as

befitting a modern-day setting of Mercenaries, Spies, and

Private eyes.

So what if you want to run a campaign that has a

different premise? For instance, a post-apocalyptic

campaign where mutations, including psychic mutations,

are much more pronounced? That is where this set of

rules comes in. Optional as always feel free to run it

your way.

CHARACTER CREATION and ADVANCEMENT

The characters under discussion here have grown up in a

tough setting – the post-apocalyptic wasteland. They’ve

grown up differently than most though. Just as the

physically stronger characters have grown up relying on

their physical strengths to get by, psionic characters have

had to rely on their wits and their powers to have an

“edge” to help them survive. Because of this, we’ll have

to postulate that they do not get any hand-to-hand or

missile adds during character creation or advancement.

They must also spend an initial outlay of 3 points at

character creation to simply have psionic potential, in

addition to purchasing an actual power.

It’s not that they’re particularly non-violent or are

pacifists or are weak or uncoordinated, far from it in

some cases. They’re also quite willing and able to wield

guns and other weapons. It’s just that they’ve not

focused their energies on resolving situations that way

throughout their lives. They’ve learned to focus their

energies in….well….”other areas”.

Since psychic abilities are expensive skills in MSPE, it

behooves players to have high Intelligence (IQ) stats.

This attribute will also come into play when using some

powers and when defending oneself psychically.

Since some abilities have the potential for self-harm in

addition to harming others, a decent starting CON score

may also be called for.

TO USE THE POWER, YOU MUST SEE THE TARGET

The biggest limitation for psychics, especially telekinetics

for instance, is that they have to be able to see their

target in order to affect it. There are some ESP

disciplines that can allow the psychic to stretch or break

that rule, and they will be outlined later.

ONE KNOWS ANOTHER

Psychics also can intuitively recognize another character

or NPC as being psionically active or even just a latent

talent upon meeting them. These powers usually begin

to manifest themselves in the early teen years (or earlier

for truly powerful psychics). Most psychics, unless still

very naïve or thoroughly socially unskilled will not make a

mention of it in public; unless they deliberately want to

put on a show for intimidation or entertainment

purposes. And for a very good reason.

PREJUDICE

These rather unnatural-seeming and little-understood

powers are viewed as a threat by many people in the

post-apocalyptic world. And it’s not without good

reason either. Just as a gun is “a thing of iron and wood,

it’s a hard heart that kills”, so it is with psionic abilities.

“Psionicists are people too”, and therein lies the potential

for great harm to others, harm that is often very difficult

to defend against or even detect.

There are a few communities in the wasteland that

accept or even welcome psychics into their fold because

their various traditions have made a place for them.

Shamans, finders, psychic healers, defenders…. These all

have their place in their respective societies and most

socially oriented psionicists welcome the acceptance and

roles they play in these.

And then there are the other communities. Well, the

majority of them actually. Psychics are mutants. And
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there are some communities that for whatever reason do

not want their gene pool contaminated by anything they

consider inhuman or potentially harmful, including the

psionically active. Then there are religiously-based

communities whose spiritual traditions “shall not suffer a

witch to live”. Lastly, there are those individuals or

communities that have somehow been used and abused

by a psychically active individual in the past, tainting the

entire community’s perception of this group of people.

EVERY JOURNEY BEGINS WITH A FIRST STEP

Psychically-gifted individuals start with one automatic

“gift” of their choosing at character creation, and roll 2d6

and add 1 for every point they are over 16 on their IQ stat

to see if they get another initially. If the total of the dice

roll plus the IQ additional points is 8 or more, they get

another skill to choose from. They can then spend the

necessary points for that skill or skills. Starting characters

cannot begin with a psychic power greater than level 3.

THE SLEEPER SLOWLY AWAKENS

Psychic characters are not limited in how they develop,

though. They have the base potential so they can learn

other skills. The trick is that they have to find another

psychic individual with the skill they’re trying to learn and

to convince them to teach it to them. The teacher can

only train the student up to their own level of mastery.

FOR EVERY THING THERE IS A SEASON

This makes psychic characters somewhat secretive at

times. Psychics often play it fairly “close to the vest”, at

least when it comes to their abilities, unless they’re

deliberately trying to make a show of it to be

intimidating. It oddly also makes them seek out and try

to learn from their own kind in spite of this. This leads to

interesting social behavior such as master-apprentice (or

slave) relationships, covens, conclaves, even extremely

rare “festivals” (temporary communities) of all-psychics.

Mind you, the attendees may not all have the same

outlooks on life in these settings. Some may be selfless

defenders and others will be merciless users. They won’t

always get along “out in the world”, but they will at least

temporarily refrain from having at each other. There’s a

time to see and be seen, to gather intelligence on who

and what is out there, and a time, later perhaps, to fight

to the death.

Occasionally there are even long standing rivalries and

power tactics ending in duels. Some are public

challenges, and some are lonely, merciless affairs. These

are eagerly sung about and learned from by any

witnesses.

DIFFERENT PATHS

This rule-set contains 4 general headings, each with a

different “flavor” of skills under it. They are Extra-

Sensory Perception, Psychokinetics, Telepathy, and the

Protective/Restorative Disciplines.

There is no reason that there couldn’t be more. And as

we shall see, some of these can combine for some rather

interesting effects.

THERE IS A PRICE AS WELL….

Some psychic abilities have a cost associated with them

due to the exertion involved. These are usually

temporary reductions in CON, representing the draining

physical effect the exertion has on the character. The

character can always choose to use their power at a

lower level of effect and suffer less of a CON reduction.

EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION (ESP)

This is the art of knowing something about the world that

shouldn’t be possible with normal everyday means of

logic, reason, examination, or common-sense. These

powers are NOT designed to be as substitute for the

Observation/Perception skill, which is still as valuable as

ever and can be had by non-psychic characters at a

reasonable price!

Psychometry 2pts

When touching a physical object, the psychic gains

impressions about who has worn or handled it. Higher

levels of this gain more detailed perceptions and with a

higher degree of “time” in the past that the valuable

information resides. Cost is 1 CON per level of the power

used.
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Clairvoiance/Clairaudience 2pts

Allows a psychic to project their perception to a place

that they may or may not have seen. If they have been

there in the past or can see it at a distance, the

perception is instant. If they have never been there,

then their perception must “travel” there as if flying. The

base time this takes is 1 hour per 100 miles divided by the

level of the skill the character possesses. The character

then sees and hears the things at this location that they

would normally see or hear. Mind you, if there is a

hidden trap and the character would normally not see

this, they wouldn’t see it in their “vision” either.

Perception test please? The character can decide to

scout around the area though to see if there are any

people hiding in ambush. The cost for this is 1d6 CON for

every hour spent, with a minimum of 1d6.

Clairsentience - This is automatically available only for

characters who have Clairvoiance/Clairaudience at levels

4+. It allows the character to “manifest” at that location.

They appear as a ghostly image of themselves and are

visible by either all present or only specifically selected

persons. They can fully communicate with these persons,

but cannot act (except with telekinesis, see below) on the

environment or be harmed.

Cost is 1d6 CON for every minute of manifestation.

Spillovers with other Psychic skills– if a psychic

successfully projects their perception with clairvoyance,

and if they also have some manifestation of

psychokinetics, they can manipulate the objects around

them telekinetically based on their new vantage point.

This “bends” the rule of line-of-sight just a bit. It also

allows such creative actions as pulling the trigger on a

distant guard’s gun, which you would normally not be

able to make out at such a long range. Might be a really

nasty distraction if it’s in his holster – or shoved down his

pants!

The psychic could also use their particular psychokinetic

manifestation to directly attack a person, heal them,

form a telepathic connection, etc.

The cost for this type of use would be the normal cost for

the additional psychic skill being used. The maximum

distance this could be attempted would be 100 yds per

the level of the kinetic, telepathic or other skill involved.

Precognition 2pts

Allows the psychic to successfully and intuitively estimate

the probabilities of future events in a level of detail that

would normally not be possible with the use of rational

means alone.

The range for this is 1 month per level of the skill. At a

rating of 6+, it becomes 1 year per level of the skill.

The character goes into a trance for 15 minutes per level

of the skill and must not be interrupted. If so, the

character suffers a 1d6 CON loss and must start all over

again. The CON cost for a successful reading is 1d6 per

level of the skill.

The GM should take the psychic’s CON loss into

consideration when revealing more or less detail about

possible future events. More CON loss means more

detail. The foreseen events are changeable once known.

Navigators/Finders 1pt

A newer evolutionary manifestation, psychically speaking.

This skill allows the psychic to intuitively know the

direction and distance to landmarks, game, “bad” areas,

and other resources. Even “this is the safe way out”.

The range is 1 mile per level until level 6 is reached,

where it becomes 10 miles per level. Test is IQ plus this

skill for a target number determined by the GM. CON

loss is 1 pt per level of the skill.

Water Witch 1pt

This is an ability that’s been around supposedly well

before the ruin. It allows the psychic to find potable

water. Range is 100 yds per level of the skill, output is

1d6 gallons per level of the skill, CON loss is a mere one-

time 1d6.
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Of all the psychic manifestations, this is the one that

inspires the least prejudice. It is, after all, as “old as the

hills”.

PSYCHOKINETICS

Psychokinetics encompasses powers that allow physical

disruptions and manifestations. Things like good old

fashioned Telekinesis (mentally manipulating and moving

objects) fall under this set, as well as Pyrokinesis

(firestarters), Electrokinesis (electrical shock

manifestations; the “Jovian Mutation”), Cryokinesis

(extreme cold manifestations) and even such exotics as

Hyrdokinesis (manipulating liquids) and Audiokinesis

(sonic and sound based manifestations).

This is likely the most feared set of of Psychic abilities,

and with good reason. They all allow direct attack of

living beings or machines (treat it as missile fire). This

attack does damage to the tune of 2d6 per level of the

skill to a single enemy in the first missile weapon round.

The cost to the psychic is 1 CON point per d6 damage.

The psychic can always choose to use a lesser power level

(throw fewer dice) and take less of a CON hit. This is

across-the-board for all psychokinetics, with the

particular visuals of the attack being based on whatever

type of psychokinesis is being used.

For example,□A telekinetic attack would be like a

wrenching blow to the target, a pyrokinetic attack would

be like a blast of heat (possibly flame), An electrokinetic

attack would look like a bolt of electricity arcing from the

psychic to the target, A cryokinetic victim would start to

show frost and icicles, and a sonic blast would emanate

from an Audiokinetic to the target causing damage,

usually with the use of their voice somehow. All would

do 2d6 in damage to the target at level 1 and would cost

the psychic 2 CON points to use.

As these are attacks that have a quasi-physical

manifestation, targets of these kinds of psychokinetic

attacks still get their FULL benefit from armor!

But wait! That’s not all! These powers all have unique

manifestations other than mere physical damage.

Telekinesis 2pts

This is the most general of the psychokinetic powers,

using mind to push around physical matter. In addition

to an attack the character can move objects around

based on a sliding scale.

Level of Skill Max Pounds Max Distance How Long

1 d6x10 50 ft 1 hour

2 d6x30 150ft 4 hrs

3 d6x100 300ft 16 hrs

4 d6X500 600ft 24 hrs

5 d6x1000 1200ft 48 hrs

6 d6x4000 2000ft 4 days

7 d6x8000 4000ft 8 days

8 d6x16K 1 mile 20 days

9 d6x50K 10 miles 1 month

10 d6x100K ? ?

This power, however, is not without its cost. Using it

costs 1d6 CON per level of the skill used. The level

you’re using is defined by the highest value of any of the

three columns selected.

This is also the basis for levitation of self, others, and

objects.

Pyrokinesis 2 pts

This is the art of causing heat effects. It allows

characters to set or snuff out fires. The degree of heat

involved and the area involved are the prime functions of

this power. A created fire continues for at least 15

minutes, or until the available fuel is consumed. Snuffing

out an equivalent size fire is instantaneous.
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Pyrokinesis Chart:

Level of Skill Max Temp Max Area

1 460 6 inches

2 600 12 inches

3 800 100 sq ft

4 1000 300 sq ft

5 1500 500 sq ft

6 2000 1000 sq ft

7 2500 5000 sq ft

8 2700 10k sq ft

9 3200 40k sq ft

10 ? ?

Dry materials can be ignited to flame at skill level 1. Very

handy for starting a campfire, but only if you have trusted

people with you willing to care for you if you pushed

yourself too hard.

Immunity to all damage from heat, even at level 1.

Clothes are not immune though.

The cost of using this power in this way is 1d6 CON per

level. The level you’re using is defined by the highest

value of any of the two columns selected. So For

Example □If you want to put out a fire of 300 square ft

that is burning at only 460 degrees, you could do it

instantaneously with a skill level of 4. You would then

take 4d6 CON damage. Melting or cutting through even a

cubic inch of titanium is probably way beyond your

ability.

Electrokinesis 2pts

The ability to manipulate electricity and electrical

currents is a very flashy, intimidating act. They don’t

spin legends of “lightning hurlers” for nothing. Rather

than deal with complex electrical calculations, here are

few common-sense applications based on power level.

Electrokinesis Chart:

Level of Skill Max effect

1 Power a small appliance

2 Start a car and keep it running

3 Power a computer or large appliance

4 Power a suburban residence

5 Power a Small industrial site

6 Power a city block

7 Catch a lightning bolt without harm

8 Power a small town

9 Call down lightning 100 X 100 yd area

10 Lord only knows.

At level 1 or higher, absorb 3d6 of electrical damage per

level of the psychic without any ill effect.

At level 2, charge up to 10 small batteries to full charge in

½ hour or 1 energy weapon power pack in 15 minutes.

At level 3, arc-weld by holding electrodes in your hands.

You’ll still need eye protection and an occupational skill

of welding will make your work decent enough to pay for.

At level 4 Charge a bank of 6 12v batteries to full charge

At level 6 an EMP burst the size of a 100 sq ft area, all

electronics within take 12d6 damage

At level 9 an EMP burst up to 100 x 100 yd area, all

electronics in area take 14d6 damage

Electrokinetic effects cost 1d6 CON per level of the skill

used. The level you’re using is defined by the highest

value in the above selected. GM ruling on the level

involved is final.
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Cryokinesis 2pts

The ability to cause extreme cold effects, although not as

flashy ask Pyro or Electrokinesis, is nonetheless a useful

skill. Cryokinetics can snuff out fires per the Pyrokinesis

chart, but cannot cause them. They can also freeze

liquids.

Some of the following abilities are theirs:

Freeze up to d6 gallons of water per level

Slicken d6 x 100 square feet of smooth surface per level:

DEX check by the persons moving on that surface vs the

psychic’s IQ or fall for 1d6 damage and be unable to act

for that combat turn.

Lower the temperature of the air by 1d6 degrees per

level.

Complete immunity to cold, even at level 1 and even at

temperatures close to absolute zero.

CON cost for using this power is 1d6 per every 2 levels

used. Basically 1d6 / 2 per level.

Hydrokinesis 2pts

The ability to move liquids. Practitioners can snuff fires

per the same rules for Pyros and Cryos but only if there is

liquid present.

They also get the “Water Witch” skill for free.

Can purify 1d6 gallons of water per level. Time is 10

minutes per gallon

At level 5 manipulate currents to push them in the

direction they want to go for up to 1d6 x Level miles.

At level 7 they can create a rainstorm lasting 1d6 hours

per level used.

Move freely underwater by creating an air bubble around

themselves and any others, even at level 1.

CON cost for using this power is 1d6 per every 2 levels

used. Basically 1d6 / 2 per level.

Audiokinesis 2pts

The ability to manipulate sound waves. In addition to a

fairly fierce attack, they can:

Project their voice to audible levels anywhere within their

line of sight.

Muffle all sound within a fixed 1d6 x 10 square foot area

per level used. Characters within this area are basically

deaf and totally silent until they move out of it. The

psychic is immune from this effect. And yes, this can be

used for the purposed of sneaking around unheard. Guns

shot in this zone sound like they’re using a silencer.

Loud noises, even explosions and flash-bangs, simply do

not bother an audiokinetic, even at level 1. Nor is any

long-term hearing loss ever incurred.

At level 5, they can place a series of sounds (like a song or

spoken instructions) into an object so that if it’s touched

or if a specified target is in close proximity it will replay

those at a desired level from 20-100 Db. These can be

replayed for up to 1d6 times per level of the psychic.

Mimic and project any sound ever heard.

At level 4, mimic the voice of another well enough to fool

audio-based security devices.

CON cost for using this power is 1d6 per every level used

TELEPATHY

If a psychokinetic is the most feared type because of the

flashy and overt nature of the power, the telepath is

likely the most fearsome of the bunch because their

effects are far more subtle.

All psychics are latently telepathic. This latency doesn’t

have to be purchased. If a 2 way bond is forged by a

telepath, they can both (even the non telepath) send

thoughts through those means.
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If they are part of a group or reside in a community that

contains 60% or more psychics, a subtle change occurs in

all of the psychics. They are then all able send and

receive surface thoughts to each other. This is like

talking to one another and is limited to line of sight. They

also intuitively know when one of them is in trouble. This

is not limited to line of sight and this “distress call” can be

picked up by any psychic within range. The range is 1d6

miles per level of the psychic.

General Telepathy 2pts

This allows the psychic to send and receive thoughts and

emotions to and from another individual. If the

connection is accepted on a voluntary basis by the other

party, the saving throw is a simple test of 2d6 plus this

skill’s level with a target number of 5 or better. The

parties can now freely share surface thoughts and

emotions. More can be shared, but always requires the

consent of both parties. If the subject is not willing at any

time, then it’s a contest of wills. Connections are always

involuntary unless negotiated (roleplayed) between the

characters first.

The psychic must overcome the target’s INT (IQ) to

succeed. They would get the 2d6 plus an additional d6

per level of general Telepathy they have and if their roll is

higher than the target’s IQ, they succeed in making a

telepathic connection.

The target does not know that the telepathic connection

is made – at least not yet – unless the telepath chooses

them to. At this point, the telepath can insert a thought

or feeling that they wish the target to experience. This

can be anything from a feeling of lust, revulsion, fear or

anger directed either at the telepath or another

individual (or group) or an idea such as “go down the

street to jimmy’s door and knock on it. When he

answers, say ‘trick or treat’”. The target can’t be made

to harm him or herself physically, though the implanted

idea can lead them to harm others. If compelled to cause

harm to others, the target gets an IQ saving roll vs the

modified IQ of the telepath to “shake it off” right before

acting.

Alternatively, information may be stolen from the

victim’s mind instead of having a compulsion placed

there. This should be basic and very specific. The GM’s

judgment call will have to rule here as to what and how

much information is transmitted.

This compulsion lasts for 1d6 hours per the level of

telepathy used. Once that time has passed and if the

telepath has not reinforced the compulsion again, the

target “snaps out of it” and begins to remember what has

been done to him or her and who has compelled them to

act this way. Needless to say, they probably won’t be

happy and will likely seek out the telepath knowing full

well of their abilities! Forging an involuntary telepathic

connection costs the telepath 1 CON point per level of

telepathy used.

Mind-to-Mind combat:

This allows the telepath to forcibly make a connection

and cause damage directly to the target. This being an

attack, no permission is used. The telepathic initiator of

the attack rolls 2d6 plus an additional d6 for every level

of telepathy they have. The target number they must

meet is the victim’s IQ. The recipient (who may or may

not be a psychic) does the same. The winner is the

person who is the most “over” the other person’s IQ.

The loser takes the overage in CON damage. The winner

takes 1 point of CON damage per level used. In this

attack, the victim gets NO PROTECTION from armor and

knows who just attacked them.

Indirect contact:

If another clairvoyant has “manifested” their presence

remotely (see clairsentience above) then that

manifestation can be used as an effective substitute for a

telepath to make contact with. The clairvoyant can be

communicated with, a voluntary or involuntary

connection forged, or can even be attacked by the

telepath through their manifestation.

Forging a Psychic Bond:

A psychic bond may be forged by a telepath with another

psychic or non-psychic. This uses the rules of

establishing a connection above and may be voluntary or

involuntary. The difference is that this lasts 1d6 days per
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the level of telepathy used and ranges for 1d6 miles per

level of telepathy. Only surface thoughts can be

communicated and it is a 2-way connection. This costs

the telepath 1 CON point per level of telepathy used.

The recipient may try to “shake off” the bond once a day.

The target gets an IQ saving roll vs the modified IQ of the

telepath to succeed in breaking the connection. The

telepath will know immediately that the connection has

been broken.

How about Machines?

Is contact with an AI machine possible? Different sci-fi

stories treat the subject differently. For purposes of this

game, we’ll assume that it is theoretically possible but

very difficult due to the differences in hardware and

software. Machine hardware is very different from living

tissue, and telepaths typically grow up learning to

communicate with other living beings. Machines cannot

be psychic because they don’t have the hardware or the

software to go about it, or they may just not be

sufficiently complex or advanced in their control

mechanisms either. Machines have other efficient

methods of communicating with each other such as

radio, WiFi, etc. So they really don’t have a need to

develop anything else to communicate remotely.

Telepaths can make mind-to-mind contact with artificially

intelligent beings but only if they have a telepathy of 5 or

better and the computer skill at 5 or better. The psychic

can then manipulate or communicate with them per the

above rules.

And Animals?

Sure. Why not? Animals have a fairly low intelligence

score and are living things – just the type of subjects that

the telepath grows up around. Many are domesticated

anyway and are already conditioned to be around

humans and perform tasks for them.

Illusion 2pts

This sub-discipline of Telepathy is sufficiently different as

to warrant it being a separate skill. It is essentially the

art of using mind-to-mind contact and manipulating

someone into seeing and hearing things that actually

aren’t there. On a voluntary basis, this can be a great

means of providing entertainment in a world where such

things are rare and electronic means are no longer

generally available. On an involuntary basis, it can be

used to terrorize and deceive.

A voluntary basis is easy – the illusionist negotiates

(roleplays) with the parties involved and if they consent,

the target number is a simple test of 2d6 plus this skill’s

level with a target number of 5 or better. This works for

individuals or crowds. Anyone actively engaged in a

voluntary illusion can break off at any time. Non

consenting parties are usually left alone to marvel at the

odd behavior of the rest of the crowd.

That is because the rest of them are fully experiencing

some sort of show that is indistinguishable from the real

event. Illusions are not evident on any recording device

though, and do not work on machines.

Forcing an illusion upon an individual or crowd is a

different story though. This requires the illusionist to

overcome the INT (IQ) of the subjects by rolling 2d6 plus

the level of the skill with the IQ of each subject as the

target number. At level 4, this becomes 3d6 plus the

level of the skill, and at level 7 it becomes 5d6 plus the

level of the skill. The parties against whose IQ the roll

was successful experience the illusion as if it were real.

The GM should indeed present the situation as if it were

an actual encounter. If the subjects defeat some sort of

opponent or interact with the illusion in some successful

way, they should even get Adventure Points to the tune

of ½ of the normal value for the encounter. If subjects

are “harmed” by the illusions they should be made to act

as if that situation were real too, but if they go down they

will only wake up from unconsciousness later with no

damage.
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Voluntary illusions can be made to last as long as the

illusionist wishes, and Involuntary illusions can be made

to last 2d6 minutes per the level of the skill used. The

CON cost for spinning an illusion is 1pt if voluntary and

2pts per level if involuntary.

There will be times when the illusion presented is absurd

to the point that the subject would question its reality.

The content of the illusion should be roleplayed and

when that point is reached the subject can make an IQ

test with the modified IQ of the illusionist as a target

number. If successful, the subject breaks out of the

illusion.

Glamour:

This is the ability of the illusionist to make themselves

appear different to either individuals or crowds. This

works in the same way that normal illusions do above. If

an image is taken of them, the illusion will not be present

on any recording device.

Uh-oh. Didn’t quite count on that…..

Illusion may be combined with telekinesis if the psychic

has illusion and telekinesis both at least at level 7. This

makes the illusion and its concurrent damage essentially

real in that does actual physical damage. The contents

of the realized illusion can be combated normally and the

GM should treat this as an actual encounter. The players

can be killed by these. If the created opponents are

defeated they yield no treasure but simply fade away in

some suitably weird or spectacular fashion. The

characters get full adventure points for taking these on.

How formidable a force can be created? 1d6 per level to

the highest of the 2 powers x 50 CON. This can be

invested in one manifestation or spread out over several.

The manifestations end when they are “killed” or when

the psychic dies. These manifestations can be recorded!

This lends credence to the legend of the Night Terror, a

creature created from the death throes of a powerful

psychic who artificially boosted his mind “too far”.

CON cost for this is 1d6 per level of the higher of the 2

skills used, so you better be one tough psychic Hombre or

Mujer to pull this one off!

PROTECTIVE and RESTORATIVE POWERS

Psionic Healing 2pts

This skill functions in the same way as a GP or Surgeon.

In addition to this, if 1 hour of focused concentration and

touch are devoted to a hurt character, they can

psionically heal that character for 5 CON points per level

of this skill. The skill can be used by the characters on

themselves. They can also instantly remove pain with a

touch and calm the patient, or sedate them into

unconsciousness for 1 hour per level of this skill. A

perfect preparative technique for surgery. This version

of the skill supersedes the one in “Into the Wasteland” if

this rule set is used.

Restorative Meditation 1pts

With 1 hour of uninterrupted meditation, this skill allows

the character to get back up to 10 points per level of the

skill in CON points lost through the expenditure of

psychic energy. The character will have to keep a

separate track of CON points lost in the expenditure of

their own psychic powers. Any CON loss can throw a

character into unconsciousness or kill them, but their

own CON loss can be mitigated with this ability.

Aura Masking 1pts

This allows the telepath to “broadcast” a false reading of

their abilities to other psychics, violating the “one knows

another” rule among psychics. They appear completely

non-psychic to other psychics. If encountered by a

psychic of any variety with a level 2 or more higher than

their own, that psychic will not only know that they’re

also a psychic but that they are deliberately masking!

Cost: 1 CON point per day.

Shielding 1pts

Known as “running with your shields up” based on a

reference to a pre-apocalyptic video show, telepaths can

operate on their highest guard and get a bonus against

involuntary connections, psychokinetic attacks, and in
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mind-to mind combat. This effect lasts for up to 1 day

per level of this skill that they have.

They get a temporary additional 5 IQ points per level of

this skill to throw vs an involuntary connection, and 1d6

per level to negate CON damage from psychokinetic

attacks and mind-to mind attacks. It does not give them

additional dice to attack someone in mind-to-mind

combat though. CON cost is 1 point per level and this

ability cannot be combined with masking. Additionally,

when shielded, all psychics encountered will know that

the esper is shielding themselves.

Danger Sense 1pts

A lesser, more defensive precognitive power, this is also

known as the “spider sense”, though the actual arachnid

reference is lost to pre-ruin history. It negates another

character’s benefits if they try to use silent move/ambush

on the psychic, and comes into play at the GM’s

discretion when the psychic is about to enter a dangerous

situation or encounters a hostile person (even if they’re

acting or lying). Range is 20 feet per level of the power

possessed. Since it is a passive power subject to the

whims of fate, it incurs no CON cost.

Wrapping it all up Nice but not so Neat….

All of the above makes it sound like there are tons of Psi-

powered heroes and villains wandering the wastes. This

is actually not the case. Psychic mutations are still some

of the rarest around. Psychics also develop their own

“style” as the gain in power. They are basically

individuals who are looked upon with fear by others, and

try to hide their abilities as much as possible, at least in

the early stages. As they start to “come out of their

shell”, they develop unique and interesting expressions,

personas, and most of all STYLE.

Yes, style; that go-to substitute for serious learning. And

that style can vary as much as individuals do.

A psychic with a fairly academic background could

become a serious scholar, very clinical and almost Spock-

like in his or her logical approach. Another may have

been inspired by tales of “La Bruja” when they were a

child and fashion and express themselves like an old-

school Witch…only this time with some real “juice” to

back it up! Yet another may continue to refine their old

“blend in” approach and become the ultimate “gray

man”: unseen, unheard, unnoticed until they strike, and

even then leaving little or no trace.

At the higher levels, if the character has survived that

long, maturity begins to set in and characters begin to

question what the purpose is of their power (and their

life). Some may turn to a mystical approach and some

may strive to become a defender of the right and good.

People being what they are, many will turn to the “will to

power” approach, believing themselves to have evolved

beyond human morals.

There are also rumors of some extreme few who have

pushed the powers to their very limits. They have

become so powerful and so alien in their outlooks that

they can barely even stand to be around their former

human companions. Dwelling in the lonely places of the

world, they continue to expand their abilities. Like the

characters of Dr. Manhattan and Gary Mitchell, beware

when you are in their presence, and avoid invoking their

judgment. And if you get away with your life and sanity

intact, rejoice in the chance of greeting every dawn

thereafter.

But in the meantime, use this guide to let your players

have some fun in the wasteland with some unique and

interesting characters. IQ, CON, skill use and most of all

solid role-playing will give these new rules some life.
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GAMEMASTER SECTION

You can go ahead and give the above pages to your players.

This section is just for you.

So some of your new young psionicsts want to travel around a

little. Get away from the people that persecuted ‘em. Explore

here and there, salvage something useful, maybe do a little

business. Find a better place for themselves in the world,

maybe learn more about this strange thing that they are. Find

some people who aren’t so freaked out about it. Maybe even

help some of ‘em.

Or maybe they want to do something else. Maybe they want

to mess with people’s heads, or loot and terrorize them. And

then you, as a GM, will have a problem on your hands.

The reason I’m writing this separate section for your eyes only

is because I can see you through this page pulling your hair out

yelling “OH GOD! MY GAME BALANCE!!!! and I want to put

your mind at ease a bit. Get the balance back the old-

fashioned way, by upping the resistance!

Yes, this opens a rather large door to a whole new set of

circumstances in a post-apocalyptic MSPE setting. And some of

you players may want to go absolutely gonzo with their

characters. But here I’m going to tell you how to deal with

them and even how serious opponents are going to go after

them and kill them.

Remember the rarity of psychic individuals. In a group of

maybe 5 players, allow one to be a psychic, or two if somebody

really begs. Begging is unseemly so be kind.

Your players may come up with the bright idea of having an all-

psychic “coven” and get all the nice powers and cooperate.

My advice: LET THEM. Because most normals are prejudiced

against mutants and psychics to begin with, having an

organized gang of them roaming around will likely be

downright unacceptable. Really play up the prejudice here.

They wanted to go there, let ‘em have it full bore. Nobody

talks to them except to make it absolutely clear that they

should “move along”. And that request is backed up with

guns, and there are more normals than there are psychics or

sympathizers.

If they decide that normal society is not for them and they

want to set up shop with mutants, then let them find mutants.

Mean, nasty carnivores barely intelligent enough to reason and

as primitive as it gets. Kings and queens among the savages.

Oh look…now the local mutant horde has become really

dangerous with leaders! Time to take care of the mutie

problem for good! Charlie, fix up that old APC of your

granddaddy’s. Time for a “lesson in foreign policy”.

If they do start out by “going along to get along” but start to go

down the path of being a merciless user as they advance, they

may catch the attention of some fairly powerful but goodly-

oriented psychic who objects to their methods. Now they’re

facing their own kind. And they’re about to learn the lesson

that “There’s always something cleverer than yourself!” Now

you get to play in their sandbox and Merlin ain’t so nice when

he’s pissed off.

But you’re still sitting there screaming “YEAH, but NORMAL

PEOPLE will still have NO CHANCE!”. Wrong.

There are some really nasty individuals out there (in your

fiendish imagination) that are non-mutants but have forged

themselves into fighting machines and have become psi-

hunters and protectors of normals.

These guys and girls are organized, fight together, and have

solid tactics. They have reinforcements and equipment. And

many are completely obsessive.

These engage psychics hard, fast, and without mercy. Have

them take the psychics line of sight away with smoke. Distract

them – here, eat this flash-bang! Feeling woozy due to some

psionic attack? CHARGE! And burn the clip! Then have them

close with them quickly. Go full auto again! Get in their faces.

Do as much damage as quickly as possible. If the psychics pull

some illusory nonsense, they’re trained to focus on killing the

psychics FIRST and then going after the others. Hitting the

most dangerous targets first is a solid old-school basic infantry

tactic.

If they still resist, call in a heavy gun or two. Or snipers, APCs,

Rockets. Those should make psychics think twice about being

there. And if the characters survive, they have earned their

survival, and everyone can feel proud!


